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Complex Knowledge Base Question
Answering: A Survey

Yunshi Lan, Gaole He , Jinhao Jiang, Jing Jiang,

Wayne Xin Zhao ,Member, IEEE, and Ji-Rong Wen , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Knowledge base question answering (KBQA) aims to answer a question over a knowledge base (KB). Early studies mainly

focused on answering simple questions over KBs and achieved great success. However, their performances on complex questions are

still far from satisfactory. Therefore, in recent years, researchers propose a large number of novel methods, which looked into the

challenges of answering complex questions. In this survey, we review recent advances in KBQA with the focus on solving complex

questions, which usually contain multiple subjects, express compound relations, or involve numerical operations. In detail, we begin

with introducing the complex KBQA task and relevant background. Then, we present two mainstream categories of methods for

complex KBQA, namely semantic parsing-based (SP-based) methods and information retrieval-based (IR-based) methods.

Specifically, we illustrate their procedures with flow designs and discuss their difference and similarity. Next, we summarize the

challenges that these two categories of methods encounter when answering complex questions, and explicate advanced solutions as

well as techniques used in existing work. After that, we discuss the potential impact of pre-trained language models (PLMs) on complex

KBQA. To help readers catch up with SOTA methods, we also provide a comprehensive evaluation and resource about complex KBQA

task. Finally, we conclude and discuss several promising directions related to complex KBQA for future research.

Index Terms—Knowledge base question answering, knowledge base, question answering, natural language processing, survey

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

KNOWLEDGE base (KB) is a structured database that con-
tains a collection of facts (alias triples) in the form (sub-

ject, relation, object). Large-scale KBs, such as Freebase [1],
DBPedia [2], Wikidata [3], and YAGO [4], have been con-
structed to serve many downstream tasks. Among them,
knowledge base question answering (KBQA) is a task that
aims to answer natural language questions with KBs acting
as its knowledge source. Nowadays, KBQA has attracted
intensive attention from researchers as it plays an important

role in many intelligent applications such as Apple Siri,
Microsoft Cortana and so on [5].

Early work on KBQA focused on answering a simple
question, where only a single fact is involved. For example,
“Who was the nominee of The Jeff Probst Show?” is a simple
question which includes the subject “The Jeff Probst Show”,
the relation “nominee” and queries about the object entity
“Jeff Probst” of fact “(The Jeff Probst Show, nominee, Jeff
Probst)” in KBs. It is not trivial to retrieve the correct entity
from large-scale KBs, which consist of millions or even bil-
lions of facts. Therefore, researchers have spent much effort
in proposing different models to answer simple questions
over KBs [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].

Recently, researchers started paying more attention to
answering complex questions over KBs, i.e., the complex
KBQA task [11], [12]. Complex questions usually contain
multiple subjects, express compound relations, or include
numerical operations. Take the question in Fig. 1 as an
example. This example question starts with the subject “The
Jeff Probst Show”. Instead of querying a single fact, the ques-
tion requires the composition of two relations, namely,
“nominee” and “spouse”. This query is also associated with
an entity type constraint “(Jeff Probst, is a, TV producer)”. The
final answer should be further aggregated by selecting the
possible candidates with the earliest marriage date. Gener-
ally, complex questions are questions involving multi-hop
reasoning, constrained relations or numerical operations.

Tracing back to the solutions for simple KBQA task, a
number of studies from two mainstream approaches have
been proposed. We show the overall architecture of simple
KBQA systems in Fig. 2. These two approaches first recognize
the subject in a question and link it to an entity in the KB
(referred to as the topic entity). Then they derive the answers
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within the neighborhood of the topic entity by either execut-
ing a parsed logic form or reasoning in a question-specific
graph extracted from the KB. The two categories of methods
are commonly known as semantic parsing-based (SP-based)
methods and information retrieval-based (IR-based) methods in
prior work [6], [7], [10], [13]. They design different working
mechanisms to solve the KBQA task. The former approach
represents a question by a symbolic logic form, and then exe-
cutes it against the KB to obtain the final answers. The latter
approach constructs a question-specific graph delivering
comprehensive information related to the question, and gen-
erates the final answers based on the extracted graph.

However, when applying the twomainstream approaches
to the complex KBQA task, complex questions bring in chal-
lenges on different parts of the approaches:

� Parsers used in existing SP-based methods are diffi-
cult to cover diverse complex queries (e.g., multi-
hop reasoning, constrained relations). Similarly,
previous IR-based methods may fail to answer a
complex query, as the answer is generated without
traceable reasoning.

� More relations and subjects in complex questions
indicate a larger search space of potential logic forms
for parsing, which will dramatically increase the
computational cost. Meanwhile, more relations and
subjects prevent IR-based methods from retrieving
all relevant facts for reasoning, which makes the
common incomplete KB issue become severer.

� When questions become complicated from both
semantic and syntactic aspects, models are required

to have strong capabilities of natural language
understanding and generalization. Comparing the
question “Who is the first wife of TV producer that was
nominated for The Jeff Probst Show?” with another
question “Who is the wife of the first TV producer that
was nominated for The Jeff Probst Show?”, the models
are supposed to understand that the ordinal number
“first” is used to constrain “wife” or the phrase “TV
producer”.

� Generally, only question-answer pairs are provided.
This indicates SP-based methods and IR-based meth-
ods have to be trained without the annotation of cor-
rect logic forms and reasoning paths. Such weak
supervision signals bring difficulties to both
approaches due to the lack of guidance in intermedi-
ate reasoning process.

Regarding the related surveys, we observe Wu et al. [14]
and Chakraborty et al. [15] reviewed the existing work on
simple KBQA. Gu et al. [16] provided a semantic parsing
perspective to KBQA task. Furthermore, Fu et al. [17]
investigated the current advances in complex KBQA. They
provided a general view of advanced methods only from
the perspective of techniques and more focused on appli-
cation scenarios in e-commerce domain. Different from
these surveys, our work tries to identify the challenges
encountered in previous studies, and extensively discuss
existing solutions in a comprehensive and well-organized
manner. It is worth noting that this survey is an extended
version of the short survey [18]. As a comparison, this sur-
vey has several main differences: (1) We add more recent-
published papers and refine the description of challenges
as well as solutions with a fine-grained taxonomy. (2) We
provide deep discussions of the two mainstream catego-
ries including a comprehensive comparison of their core
modules and a unified paradigm of neural symbolic rea-
soning. (3) We add a new section to discuss the role of cut-
ting-edge pre-trained language techniques for complex
KBQA and give a more thorough outlook on several prom-
ising research directions.

The remainder of this survey is organized as follows. We
first introduce preliminary knowledge in Section 2. Next,
we describe the two mainstream categories of methods for
complex KBQA in Section 3. Following the categorization,
we figure out typical challenges and solutions for SP-based
and IR-based methods in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We
highlight the impact of pre-trained language models on
complex KBQA in Section 6. We summarize datasets and
relevant resources in Section 7. Finally, we discuss recent
trends and conclude in Sections 8 and 9.

Fig. 1. We present the related KB subgraph for the question “Who is the
first wife of TV producer that was nominated for The Jeff Probst Show?”.
The topic entity and the answer entity are shown in the bold font and
shaded box respectively. “multi-hop”, “constrained”, and “numerical” are
highlighted in black dotted box. Different colors indicate different reason-
ing hops heading to the answer.

Fig. 2. Architecture of KBQA systems. The entity linking procedure is shown in red color.
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2 PRELIMINARY

In this section, we first briefly introduce KBs and the task
formulation of KBQA, then we talk about the traditional
approaches for KBQA systems.

2.1 Knowledge Base

As mentioned earlier, KB is usually in the format of triples.
They are designed to support modeling relationships
between entities. Take Freebase [19] as an example for KB.
Each entity in Freebase has a unique ID (referred to as mid),
one or more types, and uses properties from these types in
order to provide facts [3]. For example, the Freebase entity
for person Jeff Probst has the mid “m:02pbp9”1 and the type
“people:marriage” that allows the entity to have a fact with
“people:marriage:spouse” as the property and “m:0j6d0bg”
(psychotherapist Shelley Wright) as the value. Freebase
incorporates compound value types (CVTs) to represent n-
ary (n > 2) relational facts [1] like “Jeff Probst was married to
Shelley Wright in 1996”, where three entities, namely “Jeff
Probst”, “Shelley Wright”, and “1996”, are involved in a sin-
gle statement. Different from entities that can be aligned
with real world objects or concepts, CVTs are artificially cre-
ated for such n-ary facts.

In practice, large-scale open KBs (e.g., Freebase and
DBPedia) are published under Resource Description Frame-
work (RDF) to support structured query language [3], [20].
To facilitate access to large-scale KBs, the query language
SPARQL is frequently used to retrieve and manipulate data
stored in KBs [3]. In Fig. 2, we have shown an executable
SPARQL to obtain the spouses of entity “Jeff Probst”.

Different KBs are designed with different purposes and
have varying properties under different schema designs.
For example, Freebase is created mainly by community
members and harvested from many resources including
Wikipedia. YAGO [21] takes Wikipedia and WordNet [22]
as the knowledge resources and covers taxonomy of more
general concepts. WikiData [3] is a multilingual KB which
integrates multiple resources of KBs with high coverage
and quality. A more comprehensive comparison between
open KBs is available at [23].

2.2 Task Formulation

Formally, we denote a KB as G ¼ fhe; r; e0ije; e0 2 E; r 2 Rg,
where he; r; e0i denotes that relation r exists between subject
e and object e0, E and R denote the entity set and relation
set, respectively.

Given the available KB G, this task aims to answer natu-
ral language questions q ¼ fw1; w2; :::; wmg in the format of a
sequence of tokens (typically organized with a unique
vocabulary V) and we denote the predicted answers as ~Aq.
Specially, existing studies assume the correct answers Aq

can be derived from the entity set E of the KB or a natural
language sequence (i.e., the surface name of entities). Unlike
answers of simple KBQA task, which are entities directly
connected to the topic entity, the answers of the complex
KBQA task are entities multiple hops away from the topic
entities or even the aggregation of them. Generally, a KBQA
system is trained using a dataset D ¼ fðq;AqÞg.

2.3 Traditional Approaches

General KBQA systems for simple questions have a pipeline
framework as displayed in Fig. 2. The preliminary step is to
identify the topic entity eq of the question q, which aims at
linking a question to its related entities in the KBs. In this
step, named entity recognition, disambiguation and linking
are performed. It is usually done using some off-the-shelf
entity linking tools, such as S-MART [24], DBpedia Spot-
light [25], and AIDA [26]. Subsequently, an answer predic-
tion module is leveraged to predict the answer ~Aq taking q
as the input.

For simple KBQA task, the predicted answers are usually
located within the neighborhood of the topic entities. Differ-
ent features, as well as methods, are proposed to rank these
candidate entities. Early attempts on solving simple KBQA
task employed existing semantic parsing tools to parse a
simple natural language question into an uninstantiated
logic form, and then adapted it to KB schema by aligning
the lexicons. This step results in an executable logic form lq
for q. In detail, the existing semantic parsing tools usually
follow Combinatory Categorical Grammars (CCGs) [27],
[28], [29] to build domain-independent logic forms. Then
different methods [27], [28], [29], [30], [31] are proposed to
perform schema matching and lexicon extension, which
results in logic forms grounded with KB schema. For simple
KBQA task, this logic form is usually a single triple starting
from the topic entity and connecting to the answer entities.
As early methods heavily rely on rule-based mapping,
which is hard to generalize to large-scale datasets [32], [33],
[34]. Follow-up work proposed some scoring functions to
automatically learn the lexicon coverage between the logic
forms and the questions [35], [36]. With the development of
deep learning, several advanced neural networks such as
Convolutional Neural Network [37], Hierarchical Residual
BiLSTM [8], Match-Aggregation Module [38], and Neural
Module Network [39] are utilized to measure the semantic
similarities. This line of work is known as semantic parsing-
based methods.

Information retrieval-based methods were also devel-
oped over the decades. They retrieve a question-specific
graph Gq from the entire KB. Generally, entities one hop
away from the topic entity and their connected relations
form the subgraph for solving a simple question. The ques-
tion and candidate answers in the subgraph can be repre-
sented as low-dimensional dense vectors. Different ranking
functions are proposed to rank these candidate answers and
top-ranked entities are considered as the predicted
answers [6], [9], [40], [41]. Afterwards, Memory Net-
work [42] is employed to generate the final answer enti-
ties [43], [44]. More recent work [7], [45], [46] employs
attention mechanism or multi-column modules to this
framework to boost the ranking accuracy. In Fig. 2, we have
displayed different pipelines and intermediate outputs of
the two methods.

3 TWO MAINSTREAM APPROACHES

Complex KBQA systems follow the same overall architec-
ture as shown in Fig. 2, where the entity linking is first per-
formed. Subsequently, as introduced in Section 1, SP-based
and IR-based methods are two mainstream approaches to1. PREFIX: < http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/ >
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answering complex questions. SP-based methods parse a
question into a logic form and execute it against KBs for
finding the answers. IR-based methods retrieve a question-
specific graph and apply some ranking algorithms to select
entities from top positions or directly generate answers
with a text decoder. To summarize, the two approaches fol-
low either a parse-then-execute paradigm or a retrieve-and-
generate paradigm. To show the difference between the two
paradigms, we illustrate their question answering proce-
dures with detailed modules in Fig. 3.

3.1 Semantic Parsing-Based Methods

As shown in Fig. 3, we summarize the procedure of SP-
based methods into the following four modules:

1) They understand a question via a question under-
standing module, which is to conduct the semantic
and syntactic analysis and obtain an encoded ques-
tion for the subsequent parsing step. We denote this
module as follows:

~q ¼ Question UnderstandingðqÞ;
where ~q is the encoded question that captures
semantic and syntactic information of the natural
language question. It can be distributed representa-
tion, structural representation, or their combination.
Intuitively, neural networks (e.g., LSTM [47],
GRU [48], and PLMs) are employed to act as the
question understanding module and obtain hidden
states to represent the question. Meanwhile, some
syntactic parsing is performed to extract structural
properties of the question.

2) A logical parsing module is utilized to transfer the
encoded question into an uninstantiated logic form:

�lq ¼ Logical Parsingð~qÞ;
where �lq is the uninstantiated logic form without the
detailed entities and relations filled in. The grammar

and constituents of logic forms can be different with
specific designs of a system. Here, �lq can be obtained
by either generating a sequence of tokens or ranking
a set of candidates. In practice, Seq2seq models or
feature-based ranking models are employed to gen-
erate �lq based on the encoded question.

3) To execute against KBs, the logic form is further
instantiated and validated by conducting some
semantic alignments to structured KBs via KB
grounding. Note that, in some work [35], [49], the log-
ical parsing and KB grounding are simultaneously
performed, where logic forms are validated in KBs
while partially parsed:

lq ¼ KB Groundingð�lq;GÞ:
After this step, �lq is instantiated with the entities and
relations in G so that we obtain an executable logic
form lq. It is worth noting that lq always contains eq,
which are detected via entity linking module. Its for-
mat is not restricted to the SPARQL query but is
always transferable to SPARQL.

4) Eventually, the parsed logic form is executed against
KBs to generate predicted answers via a KB execution
module:

~Aq ¼ KB ExecutionðlqÞ;
where ~Aq is the predicted answers for the given
question q. This module is usually implemented via
an existing executor.

During training, the logic form lq is treated as the inter-
mediate output. The methods are trained using the KBQA
datasets in the format of D ¼ fðq;AqÞg, where the objective
is set to generate a logic form matching the semantics of the
question and resulting in correct answers.

3.2 Information Retrieval-Based Methods

Similarly, we summarize the procedure of IR-based meth-
ods into four modules as illustrated in Fig. 3:

1) Starting from the topic entity eq, the system first
extracts a question-specific graph from KBs. Ideally,
this graph includes all question-related entities and
relations as nodes and edges respectively. Without
explicitly generating an executable logic form, IR-
based methods perform reasoning over the graph.
We represent a retrieval source construction module
taking as input of both the question and KB as:

Gq ¼ Retrieval Source Constructionðq;GÞ;
where Gq is the question-specific graph extracted
from G. As the size of subgraph grows exponentially
with the distance to topic entities, some filtering
tricks (e.g., personalized Pagerank) are adopted to
keep the graph size in a computation-affordable
scale [50], [51].

2) Next, the system encodes input questions via a ques-
tion representation module. This module analyzes the
semantics of the question and outputs reasoning
instructions, which are usually represented as vec-
tors. Typically, question q is encoded into hidden

Fig. 3. Illustration of two mainstream approaches for complex KBQA.
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vectors qqqqqqq with neural networks (e.g., LSTM, GRU,
and PLMs) and then combined with other methods
(e.g., attention mechanism) to generate a vector as
instruction:

iiiiiiiðkÞ ¼ Question Representationðiiiiiiiðk�1Þ; q;GqÞ
Here, fiiiiiiiðkÞ; k ¼ 1; :::; ng is the instruction vector of
k-th reasoning that encodes the semantic and syntac-
tic information of the natural language question.
Both multi-step reasoning and one-step matching
are applicable, which results in varying reasoning
steps n.

3) A graph based reasoning module conducts semantic
matching via vector-based computation to propagate
and aggregate the information along the neighboring
entities within the graph. The reasoning status
fsðkÞ; k ¼ 1; :::; ng, which has diverse definitions in
different methods (e.g., distributions of predicted
entities and representations of relations), is updated
based on the reasoning instruction:

sðkÞ ¼ Graph Based Reasoningðsðk�1Þ; iiiiiiiðkÞ;GqÞ;
where sðkÞ is the reasoning status which is considered
as the status of k-th reasoning step on the graph.
Recently, several studies [44], [46] repeat steps (2)
and (3) multiple times to perform the reasoning.

4) An answer generation module is utilized to generate
answers according to the reasoning status at the end
of reasoning. There are mainly two types of such
generators: (1) entity ranking generator which ranks
the entities to obtain top-ranked entities as predicted
answers, (2) text generator which generates free text
answers with vocabulary V. This module can be for-
malized as:

~Aq ¼ Answer GenerationðsðnÞ;Gq;VÞ;
where sðnÞ denotes the reasoning status at the last
step.

In the entity ranking paradigm, the entities con-
tained in Gq are candidates for answer prediction ~Aq.
In many cases, ~Aq is obtained through selecting the
entities with a score larger than the pre-defined
threshold, where the score is derived from sðnÞ.
While in text generation paradigm, the answers are
generated from vocabulary V as a sequence of
tokens.

During training, the objective of entity ranking generator
is usually to rank the correct entities higher than others in
Gq. In comparison, the text generator is usually trained to
generate gold answers (name of correct entities).

3.3 A Comparison of Core Modules

Comparing the procedures of SP-based and IR-based meth-
ods, we note that these two methods have different designs
of core modules and working mechanisms, but they also
share similarities in multiple aspects.

Difference: SP-based methods rely heavily on the logical
parsing module, which produces an expressive logic form
for each question. In practice, many commercial KBQA

systems developed upon SP-based methods require exper-
tise to provide feedback to the generated logic forms so that
the system can be further improved [52]. However, consid-
ering the expensive cost and expertise required for obtain-
ing the annotated logic form, SP-based methods are usually
trained under a weak supervision setting in research. Com-
pared with IR-based methods, SP-based methods have the
advantage of showing interpretability with explicit evi-
dence about reasoning and defending perturbation of the
question. However, the logical parsing module is bound by
the design of the logic form and the capability of the parsing
techniques, which is the key of performance improvement.

As a comparison, IR-based methods first employ a
retrieval module to obtain the question-specific graph, and
then conduct complex reasoning on the graph structure
with graph based reasoning module. The answers are even-
tually predicted via an answer generation module. The per-
formance of the IR-based methods partially depends on the
recall of the retrieval module as the subsequent reasoning
takes the retrieved graph as input. Meanwhile, the graph
based reasoning and answer generation module play key
roles in making accurate predictions. Instead of generating
logic forms, IR-based methods directly generate entities or
free text as predictions. So they naturally fit into the end-to-
end training paradigm and could be optimized easier com-
pared with SP-based methods. Nevertheless, the blackbox
style of the reasoning module makes the reasoning process
less interpretable, which decreases the robustness and hin-
ders users from interacting with the system.

Similarity: SP-based and IR-based methods both contain
parameter-free modules, which are KB grounding, KB exe-
cution modules, and retrieval source construction module,
respectively. While they are generally not learned from
KBQA datasets, their performance has a great impact on
the final KBQA performance. Both categories of methods
make use of detected topic entities. SP-based methods lever-
age them to instantiate the logic form in the KB grounding
module, while IR-based methods utilize them to narrow
down the reasoning scale in the retrieval source module.
Besides, both SP-based and IR-based methods emphasize
the importance of natural language understanding with a
question understanding (representation) module. The out-
put of such modules substantially influences the subsequent
parsing or reasoning process.

3.4 A Unified Paradigm - Neural Symbolic
Reasoning

In recent years, neural symbolic reasoning (NSR) has
become a hot topic in machine learning. It describes a type of
hybrid systems that apply the high efficiency of connectionism
(the neural system) and the generalization of symbolism (the sym-
bolic system) to integrate learning and reasoning effectively [70],
[71], [72]. Relevant techniques are widely applied to intelli-
gent applications like question answering [73] and semantic
parsing [74]. As for complex KBQA, NSR techniques are
helpful in addressing some challenges for SP-based and IR-
based methods. Furthermore, NSR may be a potential para-
digm to unify both SP-based and IR-based methods.

The symbolic system and neural system play different
roles in KBQA tasks. The symbolic system usually takes the
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KBs and grammar rules as inputs, searches for the solution
space for question answering, and performs reasoning for
the results. In comparison, the neural system takes the natu-
ral language questions and elements in KB as inputs, learns
a neural network model for a specific task, and serves the
reasoning in latent space. In this way, NSR-based methods
could reason with powerful neural networks in latent space,
meanwhile providing explicit inference evidence to explain
the results as well as the reasoning process. For SP-based
methods, the logical parsing and KB grounding modules
act as the symbolic system to interact with KBs and search
for potential logical forms. The question understanding
module usually acts as the neural system to learn the
semantic matching between the given question and the
potential logical forms [12], [34], [49]. For IR-based methods,
the retrieval source construction and graph based reasoning
modules link to the symbolic system, while the neural sys-
tem usually consists of question representation and graph
based reasoning modules [43], [50], [51].

The benefits of applying neural symbolic reasoning to
complex KBQA come from the following aspects: 1) Sym-
bolic system facilitates discrete inferences on the structured data.
Symbolic system helps narrow down the search space for
complex questions, increase the interpretability of reasoning
process [75], and compositional generalization capability of
systems [13]. For example, Bao et al. [75] and Lan et al. [65]
developed symbolic systems to cope with a large range of
questions and integrate diverse modalities. 2) Neural system
facilitates modeling heterogeneous and imperfect data. Neural
system deals with the diversity of natural language expres-
sions of complex questions [50], manipulates with heteroge-
neous data [76] (e.g., complex questions, entities, relations,
and even generated templates) and even infers relations
that are missing from the incomplete KB [77]. It has been
proven to be effective in solving the above issues in both

SP-based and IR-based methods [34], [50]. 3) Neural symbolic
reasoning (NSR) can take advantage of both neural systems and
symbolic systems. For SP-based methods, Liang et al. [49]
designed the subset of �-calculus as the search space of logi-
cal forms in the symbolic system to fit the nature of complex
queries in complex KBQA, which further constrains the
generation of programs through seq2seq neural models.
Similarly, in IR-based methods, Sun et al. [78] developed
PullNet, a neural symbolic machine that conducts (sym-
bolic) reasoning graph expanding along with the graph-
based (neural) reasoning process, and achieved promising
performance.

As we can see, complex KBQA systems show a trend to
connect with and benefit from neural symbolic reasoning.
The two mainstream approaches can be unified with the
neural symbolic reasoning paradigm, which differs in the
detailed designs of the symbolic system and neural system.
More discussion can be found in recent study [72].

4 SEMANTIC PARSING-BASED METHODS

In this part, we discuss the challenges and solutions for
semantic parsing-based methods. The taxonomy of chal-
lenges and solutions can be visualized with Fig. 4.

4.1 Overview

As introduced in Section 3, SP-basedmethods follow a parse-
then-execute procedure via a series ofmodules, namely ques-
tion understanding, logical parsing, KB grounding, and KB
execution. These modules encounter different challenges for
complex KBQA. First, question understanding becomes
more difficult when the questions are complicated in both
semantic and syntactic aspects. Second, logical parsing has to
cover diverse query types of complex questions. Moreover, a
complex question involving more relations and subjects will

Fig. 4. The main content of SP-based methods. The hierarchical structure is arranged with: SP-based method!module! challenge! solution.
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dramatically increase the possible search space for parsing.
Third, the manual annotation of logic forms is expensive and
labor-intensive, and it is challenging to train the SP-based
methods with weak supervision signals (i.e., question-
answer pairs).

In the following parts, we will introduce how prior stud-
ies deal with these challenges and summarize advanced
techniques proposed by them.

4.2 Understanding Complex Semantics and Syntax

As the first step of SP-based methods, question understand-
ing module converts unstructured text into encoded ques-
tion, which benefits the downstream parsing. Compared
with simple questions, complex questions are featured with
compositional semantics and more complex query types,
which increase the difficulty in linguistic analysis.

4.2.1 Understanding Complex Semantics of Questions

The complex semantics of questions indicates a complex
dependency pattern of sentences, which expresses the relation
between constituents. Knowing the core part of the sentence
structure could be beneficial for question understanding.
Incorporating structure property of questions is an intuitive
strategy to achieve this goal.

Incorporating Structure Property of Questions to seq2seq Gen-
eration. Many existing methods rely on syntactic parsing,
such as dependencies [12], [53], [54] and Abstract Meaning
Representation (AMR) [55], to provide better alignment
between question constituents and logic form elements
(e.g., entity, relation, entity types, and attributes). This line
of research is illustrated at the left side of Fig. 5. In order to
represent long-range dependencies between the answer and
the topic entity in question, Luo et al. [12] extracted the
dependency path between them. By encoding the direc-
tional dependency path, they concatenated both syntactic
features and local semantic features together to form global
question representations. Similarly, Abujabal et al. [53] lev-
eraged dependency parse to cope with compositional utter-
ances and only focused on important tokens contained by
parsed dependency path when creating query templates.
Instead of directly creating logic forms upon the depen-
dency paths, Abujabal et al. [54] leveraged dependency
parse to analyze the composition of the utterances and
aligned it with the logic form. Kapanipathi et al. [55] intro-
duced AMR to help understand questions. The benefits are
two-fold: (1) AMR is effective in disambiguating natural

language utterances. (2) AMR parsing module is highly
abstract and helps to understand the questions in a KB-
independent way. However, the accuracy of producing syn-
tactic parsing is still not satisfying on complex questions,
especially for those with long-distance dependency.

In order to alleviate the inaccurate syntactic parsing of
complex questions, Sun et al. [56] leveraged the skeleton-
based parsing to obtain the trunk of a complex question,
which is a simple question with several branches (i.e., head
word of original text-spans) to be expanded. For example,
the trunk for question “What movie that Miley Cyrus acted in
had a director named Tom Vaughan?” is “What movie had a
director?”, and attributive clauses in question will be
regarded as the branches of the trunk. Under such a skele-
ton structure, only simple questions are to be parsed fur-
ther, which is more likely to obtain accurate parsing results.

4.2.2 Understanding Complex Syntax of Queries

It is important to understand questions by analyzing their
complex semantics. It is also crucial to analyze the syntax of
queries and ensure that the generated logic forms could
meet the complex syntax of queries. While the above meth-
ods generate logic forms with Seq2seq framework, another
line of work (shown at the right side of Fig. 5) focuses on
leveraging structural properties (e.g., tree structure or graph
structure of logic forms) for ranking candidate parsing.

Incorporating Structure Property of Logic Forms to Feature-
Based Ranking. Maheshwari et al. [79] proposed a novel
ranking model which exploits the structure of query graphs
and uses attention weights to explicitly compare predicates
with natural language questions. Specifically, they pro-
posed a fine-grained slot matching mechanism to conduct
hopwise semantic matching between the question and each
predicate in the core reasoning chain. Instead of capturing
semantic correlations between a question and a simple rela-
tion chain, Zhu et al. [57] focused on structure properties of
query and conducted KBQA with query-question matching.
They employed a structure-aware encoder to model entity
or relation context in a query, promoting the matching
between queries and questions. Similarly, Zafar et al. [58]
incorporated two Tree-LSTMs [80] to model dependency
parse trees of questions and tree structure of candidate
queries respectively, and leveraged structural similarity
between them for comprehensive ranking.

Traditional methods adopted a state-transition strategy
to generate candidate query graphs. As this strategy ignores
the structure of queries, a considerable number of invalid
queries will be generated as candidates. To filter these
queries out, Chen et al. [59] proposed to predict the query
structure of the question and leverage the structure to
restrict the generation of the candidate queries. Specifically,
they designed a series of operations to generate placehold-
ers for types, numerical operators, predicates, and entities.
After that, they can ground such uninstantiated logic forms
with KBs and generate executable logic forms.

4.3 Parsing Complex Queries

To generate an executable logic form, traditional methods
first utilized the existing parsers to convert a question into
CCG derivation which is then mapped to a SPARQL via

Fig. 5. Illustration of two lines of research which leverage structure prop-
erties for better understanding of complex question.
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aligning predicates and arguments to relations and entities
in the KBs [27]. Such methods are sub-optimal for complex
questions due to the ontology mismatching problem [28].
Thus it is necessary to leverage the structure of KBs for
accurate parsing, where parsing is performed along with
the grounding of the KB.

Designing Logic Forms via Pre-Defined Query Tem-
plates.To satisfy the compositionality of the complex ques-
tions, researchers have developed diverse expressive logic
forms as parsing targets. Recalling the topic entities recog-
nized in the preliminary step, Bast et al. [60] started from
the topic entities and designed three query templates as the
parsing targets. We list these three query templates in
Fig. 6. The first two templates return entities which are 1-
hop and 2-hop away from the topic entities “Titanic”. The
third template returns entities that are two hops away from
the topic entities and constrained by another entity. A fol-
low-up study concentrated on designing templates to
answer temporal questions [61]. Although such template-
based methods can successfully parse several types of com-
plex questions, it suffers from the limited coverage issue.

Designing Expressive Logic Forms With Flexible Combining
Rules. To design more expressive logic forms, Yih et al. [35]
proposed query graph as the expressive parsing target. A
query graph is a logic form in graph structure which closely
matches the KB schemas and is an alternative to an execut-
able SPARQL. It consists of entities, variables, and func-
tions, which correspond to grounded entities mentioned in
questions, variables to query and aggregation operations,
respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 6, a set of core inference
chains [35] starting from the topic entity are first identified.
Constraint entities and aggregation operators are further
attached to the path chains to make them adapt to more
complex questions. Unlike the pre-defined templates, query
graphs are not limited to the hop and constraint numbers.
They have shown strong capabilities to express complex
questions while they are still incapable of dealing with
long-tail complex question types. Based on more observa-
tions towards the long-tail data samples, follow-up work
tried to improve the formulation of query graphs by involv-
ing syntactic annotation to enhance the structural complex-
ity of the query graph [53], applying more aggregation
operators such as merging, coreference resolution [11] to fit

complex questions. Compared with query templates, logic
forms with flexible combining rules could fit into a large
variety of complex queries. A more expressive logic form
indicates a more robust KBQA system which can handle
questions with greater diversity.

4.4 Grounding With Large Search Space

To obtain executable logic forms, KB grounding module
instantiates possible logic forms with a KB. As one entity in
the KB can be linked to hundreds or even thousands of rela-
tions, it is unaffordable to explore and ground all the possi-
ble logic forms for a complex question considering both
computational resource and time complexity.

Decomposing a Complex Question to Sub-Questions. Instead
of enumerating logic forms with a single pass, researchers
try to propose methods to generate the complex queries
with multiple steps. Zheng et al. [62] proposed to first
decompose a complex question into multiple simple ques-
tions, where each simple question was parsed into a simple
logic form. The final answers are obtained with either the
conjunction or composition of the partial logic forms. This
decompose-execute-join strategy can effectively narrow
down the search space. A similar approach was studied by
Bhutani et al. [63]. As decomposing questions costs manual
efforts, they reduced human annotation and identify the
composition plan through an augmented pointer net-
work [81]. The final answers are obtained via conjunction or
composition of the answers of decomposed questions.

Expanding a Logic Form by Iteration. Unlike decomposing a
complex question to sub-questions, a number of studies
adopted the expand-and-rank strategies to reduce the search
space by expanding the logic forms in an iterative manner.
Specifically, they collected all the query graphs that are 1-
hop neighborhood of the topic entities as the candidate logic
forms at the first iteration. These candidates are ranked
based on their semantic similarities with the question. Top-
ranked candidates are kept to do further expansion while
low-ranked candidates are filtered out. At the following
iterations, each top-ranked query graph in the beam is
extended, which results in a new set of candidate query
graphs that are more complicated. This procedure will
repeat until the best query graph is obtained. Chen et al.
[46] first utilized the hopwise greedy search to expand the
most-likely query graphs. Lan et al. [64] proposed an incre-
mental sequence matching module to iteratively parse the
questions without revisiting the generated query graphs at
each searching step. Above expansion is conducted in a lin-
ear manner, which is only effective in generating multi-hop
relations. Lan et al. [65] defined three expansion actions for
each iteration, which are extending, connecting, and aggre-
gating to correspond to multi-hop reasoning, constrained
relations, and numerical operations, respectively. Examples
in Fig. 7 show the different principles of these two
strategies.

4.5 Training Under Weak Supervision Signals

To cope with the issue of unlabeled reasoning paths, rein-
forcement learning (RL) based optimization has been used
to maximize the expected reward [49], [67]. However, the

Fig. 6. The illustration of possible parsing targets for a complex question
“What’s the birth place of the youngest male director of Titanic?”. x
denotes the satisfied entity to be queried and x1 denotes the intermedi-
ate entity included in the query.
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insufficient training data makes it a challenge to train under
weak supervision.

4.5.1 Training With Sparse Reward

Training via RL indicates that SP-based methods can only
receive feedback after the execution of the complete parsed
logic form. This leads to a long exploration stage with
severe sparse positive rewards. To tackle this issue, meth-
ods are proposed to augment the final reward or intermedi-
ate reward.

Augmenting Final Reward With Enriched Features. Some
research work adopted reward shaping strategy for parsing
evaluation. Specifically, researchers augment the reward of
a logic form by involving more information of answers as
the enriched features of the final prediction. Saha et al. [66]
rewarded the model with additional feedback when the pre-
dicted answers have the same type as ground truth. In this
way, even if the predicted answers are not exactly the
ground truth, they could also encourage the model to search
for the right answer type. This helps to avoid the sparse pos-
itive rewards during the exploration stage.

Augmenting Intermediate Reward With Enriched Critics.
Besides rewards derived from the final prediction, interme-
diate rewards during the semantic parsing process may also
help address this challenge. Recently, Qiu et al. [67] formu-
lated query graph generation as a hierarchical decision
problem, and proposed an option-based hierarchical frame-
work to provide intermediate rewards for low-level agents.
Through options over the decision process, the high-level
agent sets goals for the low-level agent at intermediate
steps. To evaluate whether the intermediate states of the
low-level agent meet the goal of the high-level agent, they
measured the semantic similarity between the given ques-
tion and the generated triple. To provide the policy with
effective intermediate feedback, Qiu et al. [67] augmented
the critic of query graphs with hand-crafted rules.

4.5.2 Dealing With Spurious Reasoning

At the early stage of training, it is difficult to find a logic
form with positive rewards. Moreover, random explora-
tion at the early stage easily leads to spurious reasoning,

where logic forms result in correct answers but are
semantically incorrect. Therefore, the early supervision
of high-quality logic forms could be conducted to speed
up the training and prevent models from misguiding of
spurious reasoning.

Stabilizing Training Processing With High-Reward Logic
Forms. To accelerate and stabilize the training process, Liang
et al. [49] proposed to maintain pseudo-gold programs
found by an iterative maximum-likelihood training process
to bootstrap training. The training process contains two
steps: (1) leveraging beam search mechanism to find
pseudo-gold programs, and (2) optimizing the model under
the supervision of the best program found in history. Hua
et al. [69] followed a similar idea to evaluate the generated
logic form by comparing it with the high-reward logic forms
stored in the memory buffer. To make a trade-off between
exploitation and exploration, they proposed the proximity
reward and the novelty reward to encourage remembering
the past high-reward logic forms and generating new logic
forms to alleviate spurious reasoning respectively. Combin-
ing such bonus with terminal reward, models can obtain
dense feedback along the learning phrase.

5 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL-BASED METHODS

In this section, we summarize the main challenges brought
by complex questions for different modules of IR-based
methods. The taxonomy of challenges and solutions can be
visualized with Fig. 8.

5.1 Overview

The overall procedure typically consists of the modules of
retrieval source construction, question representation,
graph based reasoning, and answer generation. These
modules will encounter different challenges for complex
KBQA. First, the retrieval source module extracts a ques-
tion-specific graph from KBs, which includes both relevant
facts and a wide range of noisy facts. Due to unneglectable
incompleteness of source KBs [94], the correct reasoning
paths may be absent from the extracted graph. The two
issues are more likely to occur in the case of complex ques-
tions. Second, question representation module under-
stands the question and generates instructions to guide
the reasoning process. This step becomes challenging
when the question is complicated. After that, reasoning on
the graph is conducted through semantic matching. When
dealing with complex questions, such methods rank
answers through semantic similarity without traceable
reasoning in the graph, which hinders reasoning analysis
and failure diagnosis.

The following parts illustrate how prior work deals with
these challenges and the utilized advanced techniques.

5.2 Reasoning Under Imperfect KB

In general, IR-based methods find answers by conducting
reasoning on a graph structure. This graph structure is a
question-specific graph extracted from a KB in most cases.
However, such question-specific graphs are never perfect,
due to incompleteness of KBs and the noisy graph context
brought by heuristic graph generation strategy.

Fig. 7. Illustration of two grounding strategies for a complex question
“Where was the wife of US president born?”.
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5.2.1 Reasoning Over Incomplete KB

It is vital for the question-specific graph to obtain a high
recall of correct reasoning paths. Since simple questions
only require 1-hop reasoning on the neighborhood of the
topic entity in the KB, IR-based methods are less likely to
suffer from the inherent incompleteness of KBs [94] when
solving simple questions. By contrast, the correct reasoning
paths for complex questions are of high probability to be
absent from the question-specific graph and it turns out to
be a severe issue. To tackle with this challenge, researchers
utilize auxiliary information to supplement the knowledge
source. We divide the different supplementary methods
into three categories and show the core differences in Fig. 9.

Supplementing Incomplete KB With Sentences as Nodes. Intu-
itively, a large amount of question-relevant text corpus
retrieved from Wikipedia can provide a wide range of
unstructured knowledge as supplementary evidence. Based
on this observation, Sun et al. [50] proposed to complement
the graph with extra question-relevant sentences as nodes
and reason on the augmented heterogeneous graph (i.e., the
left side of Fig. 9). According to the entities mentioned in
sentences, they linked them to corresponding entities on the
graph and viewed them as nodes.

Augmenting Entity Representation With Textual Information.
Instead of directly complementing sentences to the question-

specific graph as nodes, Xiong et al. [51] and Han et al. [82]
proposed to fuse extra textual information into the entity
representation as the second way (shown in the middle of
Fig. 9). Xiong et al. [51] designed a novel conditional gating
mechanism to obtain knowledge-aware information of senten-
ces under the guidance of text-linked entity representations
extracted with a subgraph reader. Such knowledge-aware
information of sentences is further aggregated to enhance the
entity representations to complement incomplete KB. Simi-
larly, Han et al. [82] fused textual information of sentences
into entity representations. In their settings, every sentence is
regarded as a hyperedge connecting all of its involved entities,
and a document can be viewed as a hypergraph. Based on
hypergraph convolutional networks (HGCN) [95], they
encoded the sentences in the document and fused sentence
representations into sentence-linked entity representations.

Supplementing Incomplete Graph With Pre-Trained KB
Embeddings. In knowledge base completion (KBC) task,

knowledge base embeddings have been adopted to alleviate

the sparsity of KB by performing missing link prediction.

Inspired by that, Apoorv et al. [77] utilized pre-trained

knowledge base embeddings to address the incomplete KB

issue as shown at the right side of Fig. 9. Specifically, they

pre-trained KB embeddings (i.e., entity and relation embed-

dings) with ComplEX [96] approach and predicted the

Fig. 8. The main content of IR-based methods. The hierarchical structure is arranged with: IR-based method!module! challenge! solution.
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answer via a triple scoring function taking the triples in the
format of (topic entity, question, answer entity) as inputs.
To make questions fit into original ComplEX scoring func-
tion, they map Roberta [97] embeddings of question into the
complex space of same dimension. By leveraging the pre-
trained knowledge from global KBs, they implicitly comple-
mented the incomplete question-specific graph.

5.2.2 Dealing With Noisy Graph Context

Since question-specific graphs are always constructed with
heuristics [50], it may introduce redundant and even ques-
tion-irrelevant noisy graph context (both entities and sen-
tence nodes). Compared with simple questions which
require only 1-hop reasoning, the question-specific graphs
constructed for complex questions are more likely to
involve noisy graph context. Reasoning over such noisy
graphs poses a great challenge for complex questions,
meanwhile it also reduces the efficiency of model training.

Constructing Precise Question-Specific Graph. An intuitive
idea is to construct a relatively small and precise graph for
downstream reasoning. To achieve this goal, Sun et al. [78]
proposed to build the heterogeneous graph with an iterative
retrieve-and-reason process under the supervision of short-
est paths between the topic entities and answer entities. In
recent work, Zhang et al. [83] proposed a trainable subgraph
retriever (SR) which retrieves relevant relational paths
for subsequent reasoning. And their experimental results
proved such precise graphs can bring substantial perfor-
mance gains for IR-basedmethods.

Filtering Out Irrelevant Information in Reasoning Process.
Besides constructing small and precise graphs for subsequent
reasoning, some research work proposed to filter irrelevant
information out along the reasoning process. Attentionmech-
anisms, which are effective in eliminating irrelevant features,
have been adopted by existing IR-based methods [43], [51],
[84] to reserve relevant information during the reasoning pro-
cess. Similarly, Yasunaga et al. [85] adopted pre-trained lan-
guage model scoring of each node conditioned on question

answering context as relevance scores to guide subsequent
reasoning process.

5.3 Understanding Complex Semantics

Understanding complex questions is the prerequisite for
subsequent reasoning. However, complex questions contain
compositional semantics and require specific knowledge
(e.g., named entities, ordinal reasoning) to answer. Due to
such intrinsic properties of complex questions, methods
designed for simple question understanding may be not fit
for complex questions.

5.3.1 Understanding Compositional Semantics

IR-based methods usually generate initial question repre-
sentation qqqqqqq by directly encoding questions as low-dimen-
sional vectors through neural networks (e.g., LSTM and
GRU). Static reasoning instruction (e.g., final hidden states
of qqqqqqq) obtained through above approach can not effectively
represent the compositional semantics of complex ques-
tions, which poses challenges to guide the reasoning over
the question-specific graph. In order to comprehensively
understand questions, some studies dynamically update
the reasoning instruction during the reasoning process.

Step-wise Instructions With Attention Over Different Seman-
tics. To make the reasoning models aware of the reasoning
step, Qiu et al. [68] proposed to learn a step-aware represen-
tation through transforming initial question representation
qqqqqqq with a single-layer perceptron. After obtaining step-aware
question representation, attention mechanism is further
incorporated to select useful information to generate
instruction vectors. Similarly, He et al. [86] proposed to
focus on different parts of the question with dynamic atten-
tion mechanism. Based on both step-aware question repre-
sentation and previous reasoning instruction iiiiiiiðk�1Þ, they
generated attention distribution over tokens of the question
and updated the instruction vector.

Instruction Update With Reasoning Contextual Information.
Besides explicitly recording the analyzed part of the question

Fig. 9. Illustration of three categories of methods to supplement the incomplete KB. All subfigures are drawn in a bottom-up style, where the input is
placed at the bottom and supplemented graph is placed on the top. The topic entity and the answer entity are shown in the bold font and shaded box
respectively.
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via attention, some other work proposed to update the
instruction with information retrieved along the reasoning
process. A typical example is generating explicit reasoning
paths and updating instruction with generated paths. Zhou
et al. [87] designed a model that takes the current reasoning
instruction iiiiiiiðkÞ as the input, and then predicts the intermedi-
ate relation rðkÞ from all relations in KB. After obtaining the
predicted relation, the model updated the instruction vector
as: iiiiiiiðkþ1Þ ¼ iiiiiiiðkÞ � rrrrrrrðkÞ, where the subtraction is meant to omit
the analyzed information from the question. Thus, the
updated reasoning instruction can hold unanalyzed parts of
the question in the subsequent reasoning process.

Instead of generating explicit reasoning paths, Xu et al.
[88] and Miller et al. [43] employed key-value memory net-
work to achieve similar dynamic instruction update. Specifi-
cally, they first included all KB facts that contain one of the
topic entities as subject into the memory. Then, they
indexed the keys and values in the key-value memory,
where keys are (subject, relation) pairs and values are corre-
sponding object entities. A key addressing process is con-
ducted to find the most suitable key and the corresponding
value for the instruction. With the addressed key and value,
they concatenated their representations with the previous
step reasoning instruction iiiiiiiðkÞ and performed a linear trans-
formation to obtain the updated reasoning instruction iiiiiiiðkþ1Þ

to guide the next hop reasoning. In this way, the reasoning
instruction will be updated over the memory.

Graph neural Network Based Joint Reasoning. Besides instruc-
tion update, another line of research addresses such composi-
tional semantics with graph neural network (GNN) based
reasoning. Sun et al. [50] proposed a GNN-basedmodel Graft-
Net to reason complex questions over heterogeneous informa-
tion sources. Through iterative GNN reasoning steps, the
entity representations and reasoning instruction get updated
in turn. The reasoning instruction conveys the knowledge of
the topic entitywhich is dynamically updated over the reason-
ing process. Despite iterative update of reasoning instruction
and graph neural network, Yasunaga et al. proposed [85]
QAGNN model which reasoned complex questions with sin-
gle graph neural network based joint reasoning. They con-
structed the question-specific graph with an extra question-
answering context node which connects with all other nodes
in the graph. All nodes are uniformly encoded with pre-
trained language models (PLMs) as initial representation, and
get updated alongwith graph neural network reasoning.

5.3.2 Knowledgeable Representation

Apart from compositional semantics, complex questions
may also contain knowledge-intensive tokens or phrases
(e.g., named entities, ordinal constraint), which hinders nat-
ural language understanding for text-based semantic under-
standing. Besides question text, external knowledge is taken
as input to help understand these complex questions.

Injecting Knowledgeable Representation for Named Entities. In
the natural language questions, the topic entities are always
named entities which are not informative enough for under-
standing. To cope with such named entities, some existing
work proposed to inject more informative representations
obtained from knowledge bases. As a typical example, Xiong
et al. [51] proposed to reformulate query representation in

latent space with knowledge representation learned from the
graph context of topic entities. Through an ablation study,
they verified the effectiveness of injecting such knowledge-
able representation into question representation. Similar
ideas were also adopted in knowledge-enhanced language
model pre-training [98], [99].

While natural answers can be generated from popular
seq2seq text generation framework, it is still hard to directly
generate the named entities from token vocabulary. To
address this gap, He et al. [89] first proposed a copying and
retrieving mechanism to generate the natural answers from
extra vocabulary for question tokens and entities in the
question-specific graph. Similarly, Yin et al. [90] and Fu
et al. [91] fed relational facts into structured memory slots,
which served as extra vocabulary to generate named enti-
ties, and generate knowledgeable representation with atten-
tion-based information fusion.

Injecting Knowledgeable Representation for Numerical Reason-
ing.While multiple solutions are proposed to conduct multi-
hop reasoning, little attention is paid to solving complex
questions with numerical operations. To empower IR-based
methods with numerical reasoning capability, Feng et al.
[92] proposed to encode numerical properties (i.e., the mag-
nitude and ordinal properties of numbers) into entity repre-
sentations. First, they manually defined a list of ordinal
determiners (e.g., first, largest) to detect ordinal constrained
questions. For these detected questions, they enrich their
question-specific graphs with extra numerical attribute
triplets. Encoding these numerical attribute triplets with pre-
trained number encoding modules, extra number embed-
dings can be used as model-agnostic plugins to conduct
numerical reasoning for IR-basedmethods.

5.4 Uninterpretable Reasoning

Since the complex questions usually query multiple facts in
sequence, the system is supposed to accurately predict
answers over the graph based on a traceable reasoning pro-
cess. While neural networks are powerful, blackbox style of
the reasoning module makes the reasoning process less
interpretable and hard to incorporate user interaction for
further improvement. To derive a more interpretable rea-
soning process, the reasoning is performed with a multi-
step intermediate prediction. Along the reasoning process,
the KBQA model generates a series of reasoning status
fsðkÞ; k ¼ 1; :::; ng. While the final status is leveraged to gen-
erate the answer prediction, the intermediate status may
help generate intermediate predictions (i.e., matched rela-
tions or entities) for better interpretability. More impor-
tantly, intermediate predictions make detecting spurious or
error reasoning easier with user interaction.

Interpreting Complex Reasoning With Relational Path. Exist-
ing studies adopted different designs of reasoning status
and reasoning modules to interpret the reasoning process.
Specifically, Zhou et al. [87] formulated the multi-hop rea-
soning process as relation sequence generation and repre-
sented reasoning status using a vector. For each step,
instruction vector and status vector are matched with rela-
tion candidates to generate a probability distribution over
all relations in KB. And weighted relation representation is
then leveraged to update the status. By repeating this
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process, the model can achieve an interpretable reasoning
process. Inspired by above work, Han et al. [84] proposed
an interpretable model based on hypergraph convolutional
networks (HGCN) to predict relation paths for explanation.
They constructed a dense hypergraph by pinpointing a
group of entities connected via same relation, which simu-
lated human’s hopwise relational reasoning. To train these
two models, gold relation paths are leveraged. However,
gold relation path annotations are unavailable in most cases,
which makes their methods inapplicable to general datasets.

Interpreting Complex Reasoning With Intermediate Entities.
Apart from relation paths, some research work predicted
question-relevant entities at intermediate steps to explain
multi-hop reasoning process. Xu et al. [88] elaborately
adopted key-value memory network to achieve a traceable
reasoning process. In their work, status sðkÞ is defined as the
weighted sum of value representation, the weight of which is
derived from key-instructionmatching. To predict intermedi-
ate entities, their model followed traditional IR-based meth-
ods to score candidates given query sðkÞ þ sðk�1Þ. As spurious
long paths may connect topic entities with answer entities in
KB, during training, they proposed to supervise intermediate
entity prediction with the final answers. Such objective
encourages the model to generate shortest reasoning path.
Besides explicitly generating intermediate entities, He et al.
[86] proposed to generate intermediate entity distribution to
indicate the reasoning process. Their experimental results
also showed that such intermediate supervision signals can
effectively reduce spurious reasoning.

5.5 Training Under Weak Supervision Signals

Similar to the SP-based methods, it is difficult for IR-based
methods to reason the correct answers without any annota-
tions at intermediate steps, since the model cannot receive
any feedback until the end of reasoning. It is found that this
case may lead to spurious reasoning [86]. Due to the lack of
intermediate state supervision signals, the reward obtained
from spurious reasoning may mislead the model.

Reward Shaping Strategy for Intermediate Feedback. To train
model under weak supervision signals, Qiu et al. [68] for-

mulated multi-hop reasoning process over KBs as a process

of expanding the reasoning path on the graph. Based on the

encoded decision history, the policy network leveraged

attention mechanism to focus on the unique impact of dif-

ferent parts of a given question over triple selection. To alle-

viate the delayed and sparse reward problem caused by

weak supervision signals, they adopted reward shaping

strategy to evaluate reasoning paths and provide intermedi-

ate rewards. Specifically, they utilized semantic similarity

between the question and the relation path to evaluate rea-

soning status at intermediate steps.
Learning Pseudo Intermediate Supervision Signals. Besides

evaluating the reasoning status at intermediate steps, a
more intuitive idea is to infer pseudo intermediate status
and augment model training with such inferred signals.
Inspired by bidirectional search algorithm on graph, He
et al. [86] proposed to learn and augment intermediate
supervision signals with bidirectional reasoning process.
Taking entity distribution as suitable supervision signals at

intermediate steps, they proposed to learn and leverage
such signals under teacher-student framework.

Multi-task Learning for Enhanced Supervision Signals.While
most of existing work focused on enhancing the supervision
signals at intermediate steps, few work paid attention to the
entity linking step. Most of existing work utilized off-the-
shelf tools to locate the topic entity in question, causing
error propagation. In order to accurately locate the topic
entity without annotations, Zhang et al. [93] proposed to
train entity linking module through a variational learning
algorithm which jointly models topic entity recognition and
subsequent reasoning over KBs. They also applied the
REINFORCE algorithm with variance reduction technique
to make the system end-to-end trainable.

6 PLM APPLICATIONS ON COMPLEX KBQA

Unsupervised pre-training language models on large text
corpora then fine-tuning pre-trained language models
(PLMs) on downstream tasks has become a popular para-
digm for natural language processing [100]. Furthermore,
due to the powerful performance obtained from broad data
at scale and capability to serve a wide range of downstream
tasks, PLMs are recognized as “foundation models” [101]
for many tasks, including complex KBQA task. Therefore,
some recent SP-based and IR-based methods have widely
incorporated PLMs in their pipelines.

For SP-based methods, PLMs are always used to simulta-
neously optimize the trainablemodules (i.e., question under-
standing, logical parsing, KB grounding), which facilitate the
generation of executable programs (e.g., SPARQL) in a seq2-
seq framework. With such a unified paradigm, transferable
knowledge across tasks can be leveraged to mitigate the data
sparsity issue in low-resource scenarios. For IR-based meth-
ods, PLMs help with precise source construction and further
enhance the unified reasoning ability. On one hand, PLMs
provide powerful representation ability to retrieve semanti-
cally relevant information from KBs. On the other hand,
PLMs can help unify the representation of questions and
KBs, which contributes to the reasoning capability.

6.1 PLM for SP-Based Methods

Equipped with powerful PLMs, the logic form generation
modules benefit from their strong generation and under-
standing capabilities obtained via unsupervised pre-train-
ing. Under a unified seq2seq generation framework, PLMs
provide transferable knowledge to help effective model
training with limited data.

PLM for Enhancing the Logic Form Generation. To get the
executable programs (e.g., SPARQL), traditional SP-based
methods parse the question to a logic form and instantiate it
via KB grounding. This process can be well formalized
under knowledge-enhanced text generation [102] framework
(i.e., from user requests to executable programs). Therefore,
some work [76], [103] leveraged the PLMs, which are typi-
cally neural encoder-decoder models, to directly generate
the executable programs given the question and other
related KB information. To get the related KB information
input, Das et al. [103] retrieved similar cases from a cases-
memory where each case is a pair of question and its gold
executable program. Ye et al. [76] directly retrieved the top-
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k relevant logic forms from the candidates enumerated by
searching over the KB based on predefined rules. Substan-
tial improvement in model performance has proved the
effectiveness of such usages of PLMs.

PLM for Low-Resource Training. The robust and transfer-
able natural language understanding capability obtained
from PLMs empowers KBQA methods to conquer the unaf-
fordable need for training data in low-resource scenarios. In
a recent study, Shi et al. [104] fine-tuned a pre-trained
sequence-to-sequence model on KQA Pro dataset [104] to
generate SPARQLs and programs. While no external knowl-
edge was incorporated to enhance the generation, the
BART-based generator reached near-human performance
and showed robustness to sparse training data.

Besides, similar to complex KBQA, there are a series of
structure parsing tasks (e.g., Text2SQL, tabular question
answering, semantic parsing over database) can be formed
as the knowledge-enhanced text generation framework. Moti-
vated by this, Xie et al. [105] proposed structured knowl-
edge grounding (SKG) to unify a series of structure parsing
tasks and achieved (near) state-of-the-art performance with
PLM model T5 [106] on 21 benchmarks. With this PLM-
based general-purpose approach, the challenges of precise
semantic parsing in low-resource tasks can be solved by
knowledge sharing and cross-task generalization.

6.2 PLM for IR-Based Methods

With the strong representation ability of PLMs, we can aug-
ment the retrieval of the question-specific graphs and
relieve the incompleteness of KBs during retrieval source
construction. Besides, PLMs provide a unified way to model
unstructured text and structured KB information in a uni-
fied semantic space, which in turn improves question-spe-
cific graph reasoning.

PLM for Augmenting the Source Construction. To cover the
answers as complete as possible, traditional heuristic-based
methods like personalized pagerank [107] would recall a
large and noisy question-specific graph [83], which hinders
subsequent reasoning. Therefore, Zhang et al. [83] trained a
path retriever based on PLMs to retrieve the hop-wise ques-
tion-related relations. At each step, the retriever ranks top-k
relations based on the question and the selected relations of
the previous step. This method successfully filters noisy
graph context out and keeps a high recall of expected rea-
soning paths for answers.

Besides building up a precise source constructionmodule,
PLMs also provide the potential to mitigate the incomplete-
ness of KB. PLMs have shown their capabilities to answer
”fill-in-the-blank” cloze statements [108], [109], [110], which
indicates that they may learn relational knowledge from
unsupervised pre-training. Such key findings indicate that
PLMs have great potential in serving as knowledge sources
for question answering, which may play a complementary
role for source constructionwith incomplete KB.

PLM for Precise and Unified Reasoning. Attracted by the
powerful pre-trained language models, some researchers
made adaptions to complex reasoning over graph structure
for further involvement of PLM. While traditional reasoning
over KB relies on the embeddings learned for entities and
relations, such embeddings may fail to identify relevant

parts of question answering context. To filter out noisy graph
context in the retrieved subgraph, Yasunagaet al. [85]
adopted PLM similarity scores to identify relevant knowl-
edge given the question. For further joint reasoning of ques-
tion answering context (i.e., question-answer sequence) and
knowledge graph, the node representations in the retrieved
subgraph were initialized with PLM encoding of the
concatenated sequence of question, answer, and node sur-
face name. With the augmentation of PLMs, the GNNmodel
gets substantial performance improvement [85].

7 EVALUATION AND RESOURCE

In this section, we first introduce the evaluation protocol of
KBQA systems. And then, we summarize some popular
benchmarks for KBQA. At last, for tracking the research
progress conveniently, we make a leaderboard for these
benchmark datasets, which contains the evaluation results
and resource links of the corresponding publications. We
also attach a companion page2 for a comprehensive collec-
tion of the relevant publications, open-source codes, resour-
ces, and tools for KBQA.

7.1 Evaluation Protocol

In order to comprehensively evaluate KBQA systems, effec-
tive measurements from multiple aspects should be taken
into consideration. Considering the goals to achieve, we cat-
egorize the measurement into three aspects: reliability,
robustness, and system-user interaction [52].

Reliability: For each question, there is an answer set (one or
multiple elements) as the ground truth. The KBQA system
usually predicts entities with the top confidence score to
form the answer set. If an answer predicted by the KBQA sys-
tem exists in the answer set, it is a correct prediction. In previ-
ous studies [35], [49], [53], there are some classical evaluation
metrics such as Precision, Recall, F1, and Hits@1. For a ques-
tion q, its Precision indicates the ratio of the correct predic-
tions over all the predicted answers. It is formally defined as:

Precision ¼ jAq \ ~Aqj
j~Aqj

;

where ~Aq is the predicted answers, and Aq is the ground
truth. Recall is the ratio of the correct predictions over all
the ground truth. It is computed as:

Recall ¼ jAq \ ~Aqj
jAqj :

Ideally, we expect that the KBQA system has higher Preci-
sion and Recall simultaneously. Thus F1 score is most com-
monly used to give a comprehensive evaluation:

F1 ¼ 2 � Precision � Recall
Precisionþ Recall

:

Some other methods [43], [50], [51], [86] use Hits@1 to assess
the fraction that the correct prediction rank higher than
other entities. It is computed as:

2. https://github.com/RUCAIBox/Awesome-KBQA
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Hits@1 ¼ Ið~aq 2 AqÞ;

where ~aq is the top 1 prediction in ~Aq.
Robustness: Practical KBQA models are supposed to gen-

eralize to out-of-distribution questions at test time [13].
However, current KBQA datasets are mostly generated
based on templates and lack of diversity [52]. And, the scale
of training datasets is limited by the expensive labeling cost.
Furthermore, the training data for KBQA system may
hardly cover all possible user queries due to broad coverage
and combinatorial explosion of queries. To promote the
robustness of KBQA models, Gu et al. [13] proposed three
levels of generalization (i.e., i.i.d., compositional, and zero-
shot) and released a large-scale KBQA dataset GrailQA to
support further research. At a basic level, KBQA models are
assumed to be trained and tested with questions drawn
from the same distribution, which is what most existing
studies focus on. In addition to that, robust KBQA models
can generalize to novel compositions of seen schema items
(e.g., relations and entity types). To achieve better generali-
zation and serve users, robust KBQA models are supposed
to handle questions whose schema items or domains are not
covered in the training stage.

System-User Interaction: While most of the current studies
pay much attention to offline evaluation, the interaction
between users and KBQA systems is neglected. On one
hand, in the search scenarios, a user-friendly interface and
acceptable response time should be taken into consider-
ation. To evaluate this, the feedback of users should be col-
lected and the efficiency of the system should be judged. On
the other hand, users’ search intents may be easily misun-
derstood by systems if only a single round service is pro-
vided. Therefore, it is important to evaluate the interaction
capability of a KBQA system. For example, to check
whether they could ask clarification questions to disambig-
uate users’ queries and whether they could respond to the
error reported from the users [54], [126]. So far, there is a
lack of quantitative measurement of system-user interaction
capability of the system, but human evaluation can be
regarded as an efficient and comprehensive way.

7.2 Datasets And Leaderboard

Datasets. Over the decades, much effort has been devoted to
constructing datasets for complex KBQA. We list the repre-
sentative complex KBQA datasets for multiple popular KBs
(e.g., Freebase, DBpedia, Wikidata, and WikiMovies) in
Table 1. In order to serve realistic applications, these data-
sets typically contain questions which require multiple KB
facts to reason. Moreover, they might include numerical
operations (e.g., counting and ranking operations for com-
parative and superlative questions, respectively) and con-
straints (e.g., entity and temporal keywords), which further
increase the difficulty in reasoning the answers from KBs.

Overall, these datasets are constructed with the following
steps: Given a topic entity in a KB as a question subject, sim-
ple questions are first created with diverse templates. Based
on simple questions and neighborhood of topic entities in a
KB, complex questions are further generated with prede-
fined composition templates, and another work [104] also
generates executable logic forms with templates. Mean-
while, answers are extracted with corresponding rules. In
some cases, crowd workers are hired to paraphrase the
canonical questions, and refine the generated logic forms,
making the question expressions more diverse and fluent.

Leaderboard. In order to show the latest research progress
in these KBQA benchmark datasets, we offer a leaderboard
including the top-3 KBQA systems with respect to IR-based
methods and SP-based methods. To give a fair comparison,
the results are selected following three principles: 1) If one
dataset has an official leaderboard, we only refer to the pub-
lic results listed on the leaderboard. 2) otherwise, we select
the top-3 results from the published papers accepted for-
mally by conferences or journals before March 2022. 3)
besides, we keep the experimental setup of each dataset
consistent with the other datasets. Exceptionally, we do not
report the results on the QALD series for easy display
because they have multiple different versions, and we only
report the 3-hop split of MetaQA Vanilla because it is more
challenging than 1-hop and 2-hop splits. For LC-QuAD 2.0,
we select the results reported in Zou et al. [121]. We leave
the slots blank if there is no sufficient result according to the
above principles. For more comprehensive evaluation of

TABLE 1
Several KBQA Benchmark Datasets Involving Complex Questions

Datasets KB Size LF CO NL NU SP-based IR-based

Top-1 Top-2 Top-3 Top-1 Top-2 Top-3

WebQuestions [31] Freebase 5,810 No Yes No Yes 62:9~ [62] 54:8~ [67] 54:6~ [88] 48:6~ [88] - -

ComplexQuestions [75] Freebase 2,100 No Yes No Yes 71:0~ [62] 54:3~ [11] 45:0~ [67] - - -

WebQuestionsSP [34] Freebase 4,737 Yes Yes Yes Yes 76:5~ [111] 75:0~ [112] 74:0~ [65] 74:3~ [86] 71:4~ [113] 69:5~ [83]

ComplexWebQuestions[81] Freebase 34,689 Yes Yes Yes Yes 70:4~ [103] 44:1~ [114] 39:4~ [115] 53:9~ [86] 45:9~ [78] -

QALD series [116] DBpedia - Yes Yes Yes Yes - - - - - -

LC-QuAD [117] DBpedia 5,000 Yes Yes Yes Yes 75:0~ [58] 74:8~ [59] 71:8~ [118] 33:0~ [119] - -

LC-QuAD 2.0 [120] DBpedia &Wikidata 30,000 Yes Yes Yes Yes 59:3~ [121] 52:6~ [65] 44:9~ [59] - - -

MetaQA Vanilla [93] WikiMovies 400k No No No No 99:6~ [64] - - 100:0~ [113] 99:3~ [122] 98:9~ [86]

CFQ [123] Freebase 239,357 Yes Yes No No 67:3~ [124] 18:9~ [123] - - - -

GrailQA [13] Freebase 64,331 Yes Yes Yes Yes 74:4~ [76] 65:3~ [125] 58:0~ [13] - - -

KQA Pro [104] Wikidata 117,970 Yes Yes Yes Yes 89:7~ [104] - - - - -

“LF” denotes whether the dataset provides Logic Forms like SPARQL, “CO” denotes whether the dataset contains questions with COnstraints, “NL” represents
whether the dataset incorporates crowd workers to rewrite questions in Natural Language and “NU” denotes whether the dataset contains the questions which
require NUmerical operations. Typically, SP-based methods adopt F1 score as evaluation metric, while IR-based methods adopt Hits@1 (accuracy) as evaluation
metric. The symbol of~ and ~ indicates evaluation metric ofHits@1 (accuracy) and F1 score respectively.
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KBQA methods on all benchmarks, please refer to our com-
panion page.

Analysis and Discussions. Based on Table 1, we have fol-
lowing observations: (1) Both SP-based and IR-based meth-
ods are developed to handle complex KBQA challenges and
there is no absolute agreement on which category is better.
(2) While SP-based methods cover most benchmarks, IR-
based methods focus on benchmarks which are mainly com-
posed of multi-hop questions. The reason why SP-based
methods are more commonly used in answering complex
questions may be that SP-based methods generate flexible
and expressive logic forms which are capable of covering all
types of questions (e.g., boolean, comparative). (3) We also
observe for each category, the methods achieving outstand-
ing performance are usually equipped with advanced tech-
niques. The SP-based methods on the leaderboard leverage
powerful question encoders (e.g., PLMs) to help understand
the questions and expressive logic forms to help parse com-
plex queries. For IR-based methods, most SOTA methods
adopt the step-wise dynamic instruction in question repre-
sentation module and conduct multi-step reasoning with
relational pathmodeling or GNN-based reasoning.

8 RECENT TRENDS

In this section, we discuss several promising future direc-
tions for complex KBQA task:

Evolutionary KBQA Systems. Existing KBQA systems are
usually trained offline with specific datasets and then
deployed online to handle user queries. However, most
existing KBQA systems neglect to learn from failure cases
or unseen question templates received after deployment. At
the same time, most existing KBQA systems fail to catch up
with the rapid growth of world knowledge and answer new
questions. Therefore, a practical KBQA system is imperative
to get performance improvement over time after online
deployment. Online user interaction may provide deployed
KBQA systems an opportunity to get further improvement.
Based on this motivation, some work leverages user interac-
tion to rectify answers generated by the KBQA system and
further improve itself. With user feedback, Abujabal et al.
[54] presented a continuous learning framework to learn
new templates that capture previously unseen syntactic
structures. Besides increasing the model’s template bank,
user feedback can also be leveraged to clarify ambiguous
questions (e.g., ambiguous phrases or ambiguous enti-
ties) [127]. Above methods provide an initial exploration to
construct evolutionary KBQA systems with user feedback.
Such approaches are effective and practical (i.e., acceptable
user cognitive burden and running cost), which may serve
industrial needs. Due to the wide applications of KBQA sys-
tems, more work and designs of user interaction with
KBQA systems are in urgent need.

Robust KBQA Systems. Existing studies on KBQA have
conducted with the ideal hypothesis, where training data is
sufficient and its distribution is identical with test set. How-
ever, this may not be desirable in practice due to data insuf-
ficiency and potential data distributional biases. To train
robust KBQA systems in low-resource scenarios, meta-
learning techniques [128] and knowledge transfer from
high-resource scenarios [129] have been explored. We also

highlighted the potential impact of PLMs in low-resource
training and cross-task generalization (see Sec 6). As manual
annotations for KBQA systems are expensive and labor-
intensive, there is a need for more studies about training
robust KBQA systems in low-resource scenarios. Mean-
while, although existing methods usually hold the i.i.d.
assumption, they may easily fail to deal with out-of-distri-
bution (OOD) issue [130], [131], [132] on KBQA. With a sys-
tematic evaluation of GrailQA [13] dataset, Gu et al. [13]
pointed out that existing baseline methods are vulnerable to
compositional challenges. To promote a higher level of
robustness, researchers may gain more insights by address-
ing the three levels of generalization (i.e., i.i.d., compositional,
and zero-shot) proposed by Gu et al. [13]. There is few work
investigating robustness on complex KBQA task. It is still
an open question of building robust KBQA systems with
stronger generalization capability.

Conversational KBQA Systems. Recent decades have seen the
rapid development of AI-driven applications (e.g., search
engines and personal assistants) which are supposed to answer
factoid questions. As users typically ask follow-up questions to
explore a topic, deployed models are supposed to handle
KBQA task in a conversational manner. In initial explorations
of conversational KBQA, several pieces of work [133], [134],
[135], [136] focused on ambiguity and difficulties brought by
coreference and ellipsis phenomena. To track the focus of con-
versational KBQA, Lan et al. [114] proposed to model the flow
of the focus via an entity transition graph. For a comprehensive
understanding of conversation context, Plepi et al. [135], [137]
leveraged Transformer [138] architecture taking as input of the
previous turn of conversation history. While these studies
addressed some challenges for conversational KBQA, it is still
far from achieving human-level performance. More critical
challenges should be identified and solved in the following
research. Up to now, conversational KBQA is quite a new and
challenging task, it may play an important role in future search
engines and intelligent personal assistants.

Neural Symbolic KBQA Systems.While some recentwork[49],
[50] has proposed to equip KBQA systems with neural sym-
bolic reasoning (NSR) techniques, the promising potential of
such powerful paradigm has not been explored thoroughly.
For example, while neural networks have been proved to be
effective in conduct multi-hop reasoning on KBs[50], [85], [86],
such neural modules can not explicitly consider logical opera-
tions (e.g., numerical, boolean). To mitigate such drawbacks
while keeping power of neural networks in reasoning, we can
introduce a symbolic module coupled with existing neural rea-
soning modules [139]. Several practices in neural program-
ming[140], [141] have demonstrated this can be effective in
empowering blackbox neural networkswithmathematical and
logical reasoning capabilities. In general, researchers appreciate
the interpretability of SP-based methods (i.e., generating logic
forms according to grammar rules) and the powerfulness of IR-
basedmethods (i.e., precise reasoning on subgraphwith neural
networks). As discussed in Section 3.4, both SP-based and IR-
based methods can be unified paradigm — neural symbolic
reasoning. Thus, NSR provides a potential way to unify the
two categories of methods and gather their advantages, which
deserves further research.

More General Knowledge Bases. Due to KB incompleteness,
researchers incorporated extra information (such as text [142],
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images [143], and human interactions [144]) to complement
the knowledge bases, which would further address the infor-
mation need of complex KBQA task. As text corpus is rich in
semantics and easy to collect, researchers are fascinated by
the idea of extracting knowledge from text corpus and
answering questions with extracted knowledge. Researchers
have explored various forms of knowledge obtained from
text corpus, such as traditional relational triplet [145], virtual
knowledge base (VKB) [146] which is stored as key-value
memory, and PLMs as implicit knowledge base [108]. With
these elaborate designs, more flexible and complementary
knowledge can be obtained to solve complex KBQA tasks.
Recently, a neglectable trend is to unify similar taskswith gen-
eral architecture and achieve cross-task knowledge trans-
fer [105]. In the future, more related tasks may be explored
with a general definition of KBs, such as synthetic, multilin-
gual, andmulti-modal KBs.

9 CONCLUSION

This survey attempted to provide an overview of typical chal-
lenges and corresponding solutions on complex KBQA. Par-
ticularly, task-related preliminary knowledge and traditional
methods were first introduced. Then, we summarized the
widely employed semantic parsing-based methods and infor-
mation retrieval-based methods. We specified the challenges
for these two categories of methods based on their working
mechanism, and explicated the proposed solutions. Along
with the taxonomy, we provide technical summaries to shed
light on the applied advanced techniques for these two catego-
ries. Most of existing complex KBQA methods are generally
summarized into these two categories. Please be aware that
there are some other methods like [81], which focus on ques-
tion decomposition instead of KB based reasoning or logic
form generation. In the last section, we investigated several
research trends related to complex KBQA task and empha-
sized many challenges are still open and under-explored. We
believe that complex KBQA will continue to be an active and
promising research area with wide applications, such as natu-
ral language understanding, compositional generalization,
multi-hop reasoning.We hope this survey will give a compre-
hensive picture of cutting-edge methods for complex KBQA
and encourage further contributions in this field.
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